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Following the technological innovation, business model innovation has become 
another important source of value creation. Enterprises are paying more attention on 
the assessment of business model innovation scheme and the way to reduce the risk 
when adopts it. Based on Meta-synthesis, this thesis studies the quantitative 
assessment of the value of business model innovation scheme, which is also 
considered as a complex system. 
This thesis is divided into two stages, including theoretical research and 
application analysis, to conduct an in-depth study on building a quantitative valuation 
system of the business model innovation program. In the theoretical stage, this thesis 
defines the concept of assessment system as well as the way to establish it. The author 
starts with the definition of business model innovation and the clarification of 
evaluation principles. As to the detailed assessment system, this thesis follows a 
logical order as objective, content, process, result and method. According to the 
content of the assessment, the author establishes the integrated value assessment 
frame; then based on the perspective of module and process, proposes the tool and 
model used for the calculation of business model innovation value and develops a 
value allocation through linear programming model; Afterwards, the author adds 
sensitivity analysis and finally summaries all the assessment methods. This thesis 
explains the assessment system from both content and technical point of view, 
elaborates relevant models for different schemes which are used to evaluate the 
business model innovation scheme and establishes the synthetical system with the 
support of Meta-synthesis and agent technique. On the foundation of theoretical 
research, this thesis analyzes two development patterns of Amazon e-book. The 
combination of theoretical and applied research fully displays the finding of this 
thesis. 
This thesis suggests that compared to the traditional evaluation and technique, 
















which can realize the meta-synthesis of different comments, knowledge, models, 
methods, man-computer exchanges, as well as quantitative and qualitative analysis,  
can be more effective in guiding enterprises doing value assessment of business 
model innovation scheme. 
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